[A preparation technique for quantitative investigation of SPIO-containing solutions and SPIO-labelled cells by MRI].
PURPOSE. This work aims to present a preparation technique for ex-vivo MR examination of SPIO (superparamagnetic iron oxide) containing solutions or SPIO labeled cells. Accumulations of SPIO particles and labeled cells were prepared in different concentrations using agar gel phantoms. Signal extinction around accumulations of magnetic material was examined systematically by gradient echo sequences with variable echo times and spatial resolution. The correlation between local iron concentration and diameter of signal extinction in MR gradient echo images was investigated. Resovist, (SHU 555A) was used as superparamagnetic contrast medium. Different concentrations of SPIO-containing solutions (0.75 - 15 mg Fe/10 ml) and magnetically labeled SK-Mel28 cells (25,000-1,000,000 cells/10 ml) were accommodated inside a defined volume in an agar matrix. Diameters of signal void were assessed in dependence on local iron concentration, echo time (5-25 ms) and isotropic spatial resolution (length of voxel 0.25 - 0.60 mm). Measurements were performed on a clinical MR whole body scanner (3 Tesla) using a spoiled gradient echo sequence (FLASH). For the present experimental conditions sensitivity to detect the magnetic label was maximized using TE 25 ms. In contrast, the area of signal cancellation was minimized using TE 5 ms and isotropic resolution of 0.25 mm. In the latter case the image indicated the area of magnetic material most precisely. Diameter of signal cancellation was a logarithmic function on local iron concentration. In the presented set-up detection of concentrations as low as 0.75 mg Fe/10 ml in SPIO-containing solution or 1.25 mg Fe/10 ml in SPIO-labeled SK-Mel28 cells was certainly possible. The proposed preparation strategy with a well defined spatial distribution of the magnetic material in an agar gel phantom produced reliable results and appears clearly superior compared to set-ups with randomly distributed material in glass tubes. The diameter of the signal extinction in gradient echo images was significantly affected by the choice of echo time and spatial resolution. The calibration of signal cancellation versus iron concentrations may be valuable to assess SPIO concentrations and possibly numbers of labeled cells under specific conditions in vitro or even in vivo.